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Abstract  

Four decontamination solutions were investigated to determine the main reaction 
pathways and degradation products of mustard gas in short reaction times. 
Several sample preparation and analytical methods, including GC, GC-MS, LC-
MS, LC-MSMS and NMR, were used.  In addition, AMDIS software was applied 
to LC-MS studies. 
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1     Introduction  

 
Weapons of mass destruction may still pose considerable threat to civilians and 
military forces on battlefield sites or in a case of terror attacks. The main purpose of 
decontamination of chemical warfare agents (CWAs) on personnel, equipment and 
facilities is to avoid secondary casualties and to maintain the operational capacity. 
The key issues are to ensure that contaminants are rapidly detected and used 
decontamination procedures are effective to destroy CWAs. Sample preparation and 
analytical methods, used by both field and research laboratories, must be appropriate 
for screening and identification of target chemicals and their degradation products, in 
all circumstances.  
 
Decontamination of CWAs on contaminated equipments and terrain requires diverse 
decontamination solutions and emulsions.[1,2] Nowadays several different 
decontamination procedures, such as basic and oxidative solutions, are being used. 
However, more information and research is needed concerning the produced 
degradation products in decontamination solutions, as well as the health and 
environmental effects of these products.[3-8] 
 
The aim of this collaboration study was to screen and identify the main degradation 
products of mustard gas in three commercially available decontamination solutions, 
BX-24, GD-5 and GDS-2000, and in Finnish emulsion E-2000. The decontamination 
was investigated in two reaction times, 30 minutes and 24 hours, at room temperature. 
Several sample preparation and analytical methods, i.e. gas chromatography (GC), 
gas chromatography – mass spectrometry (GC-MS), liquid chromatography – mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS), liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-



MSMS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), were utilized in order 
to obtain reliable information of the decontamination products. Health and 
environmental effects of identified degradation products will be documented in a 
latter stage of this project. 
 

2 Experimental  

The sample preparation methods were modified from Recommended Operation 
Procedures.[9] The GC and GC-MS experiments were carried out using GC/FPD(S) 
(Agilent 6890, USA) and GC-MS (Agilent 6890N and 5975B mass selective detector, 
USA) instruments. For LC-MS experiments, Quattro II triple stage quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (Micromass, Altrincham, UK) equipped with a Hewlett Packard Model 
1100 LC binary pump and a HPLC autosampler (Waldbronn, Germany). NMR 
experiments were carried out using a DRX 500 NMR spectrometer (Bruker, 
Germany). The mustard gas and decontamination solutions were provided from 
PVTT. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The degradation products of mustard gas detected in decontaminants by different 
analytical methods are illustrated in Figure 1. In oxidative aqueous decontamination 
solutions, i.e. BX-24 and E-2000, the degradation products detected were produced 
mainly by oxidation and hydrolysis reactions. Trace levels of new chemicals 1 and 2 
were detected by LC-MS analysis. A third new chemical, compound 3, was produced 
in BX-24 solution as mustard gas reacts with the active component of the solution, 
sodium N,N-dichloroisocyanurate. In organic basic decontamination solutions the 
degradation pathway followed elimination reaction and produced mainly 
divinylsulfide. Structures of proposed degradation precuts will be verified after 
synthesis of reference chemicals. 
 
The Automatic Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification System (AMDIS) is 
conventionally used to automatically find a set of target compounds in a GC-MS data 
file. The program first deconvolutes the GC-MS data file to find all of the separate 
components, after which the program compares components against a library of target 
compounds.[10] In this study, AMDIS software was applied to LC-MS method to 
assist the screening of target chemicals, i.e. chemicals containing chloride (Cl) and/or 
sulfur (S). After the program has deconvoluted the LC-MS data file and displayed all 
of the separate components, the screening was done manually by checking MS 
spectrum of all displayed hits for Cl or S isotope patterns. Benefiting AMDIS 
software, unknown target chemicals can be found even in trace levels. In addition, the 
program helps to screen chemicals that are co-eluting at the same time in the LC run. 
This new application of AMDIS will be discussed.  



 

Figure 1. Degradation products of mustard gas in decontamination solutions detected by GC-
MS, LC-MS, LC-MSMS and 1H NMR  (*Proposed structures found by AMDIS software). 
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